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Growing food in urban spaces, especially from urban organic wastes.
Supported by Nettworx Publishing Pty Ltd.

on the Urban Agriculture Network-Western Pacific.
The Urban
an
States.

Network-Western Pacific
set up in
1990s as
Agriculture Network Inc., in Washington DC,

The US-based
Development

was set up under the auspices of the United Nations
in 1992, to be a non-government organisation fNGO)
important threads together to help advance global food •

security.
So far
the UNDP

of the Urban Agriculture Network Inc in co-operation with
of the book: "Urban Agriculture - food, jobs
cities'*. The
edition of this book is now being prepared for

publication.
The Urban Agriculture Network-Western Pacific operates in harmony with the
US-based
but is completely independent and autonomous. It's
supporter is Nettworx Publishing Pty Ltd., which provides it wffl
on the "Urban Agriculture Online" website, (see www.urbanag.info).
Activities
for
2004 include:
» "UrbanAg 2004", a conference in Brisbane, Australia, on June 25 and 26,
for
with interests in the many facets of urban agriculture.
The
will try to better define urban agriculture in the western
look at the opportunity for urban agriculture in the
sub-tropical city of Brisbane.
•
Seminar at Bribie Island Aquaculture Research Centre north
of Brisbane, on Saturday, June 19. It will better define aquaponic
for rural
urban projects.
is

to be held in Singapore in

2006

""UrbanAg-

in
Geoff
He is a

is an

specialising in urban agriculture
micro/arming.
of the Urban Agriculture Network Incf Washington DC,
Agriculture Network-Western Pacific, Further
is on Ms
wfmMijggggnW^ He can be
by
at

Abbreviations
terms:
•
is the growing of plants by spraying a nutrient mist over roots in a
light-proof container.
• Air-Dynaponics ~
advanced form of aeroponics.
• Agrotechnology
dedicated urban agriculture areas within cities.
• Aquapontes is the combination of hydroponics with aquaculture. The wastes
are treated to produce plant food, often leading to no
crops using the same infrastructure.
• A
is
central American concept of urban agriculture
by the Aztecs. It entails concertina-style canals carrying
fish
harvested, and from which silt and sludge is dredged to
on
between the canals. It is a system to use in
City.
»
Traditional broad-acre and small-holder farniing.
»
Growing food in small spaces, especially when recycling urban
»
«
•
-

Hydroponics in which nutrient derived from
composting are used instead of inorganic fertilisers.
is food production within cities, either by hobbyists in
or by professionals in fully commercial enterprises.
of earthworms to break down organic matter into soluble
important for organic hydroponics.

1.
On the

to a
of

shopping centre,
a good look at commercial
with organic hydroponic
fruit
for local food

restaurants.
do not,
you do, dismiss the idea as something too new
to be
seriously. The concept was pioneered in Babylon
2,600
ago. It has taken that long for humankind to both rediscover
the
to be reduced to it by over-exploitive mining of natural
resources
as
nutrients and water.
In
view of many, the famed Hanging Gardens of Babylon were likely to have
the world's
rooftop farming project. Little is reliably recorded about
because most writings were hundreds of years after Babylon was
writings were often at least third or fourth hand —
the
Gardens of Babylon actually
is not
John

No

The

Romer, in their book "The Seven Wonders of the World" well
it up: "Like the legends surrounding Alexander (The Great), these
the strangest, the most intangible, the most wonderful
of
all. Of all the Seven Wonders they are the one that everyone
but they are
the one that is most insubstantial".
record of the Hanging Gardens has been found in the clay
the
of the time. Notwithstanding, the story of

perhaps most likely) story is that of the Assyrian King '
II
spelled Nebuchadnezzar). He reigned over Babylonia
nearly 600 years before the birth of Christ. A number of
he
the Hanging Gardens of Babylon (the capital city) to
his Medean wife, Amytis. She was from the mountains, and pined for
in the hot, dry
next to the Euphrates River, close to where the
city of
now stands.
so the story goes, created a building to resemble a mountain
other plants were raised on terraces. A bucket
the
brought water for streams down the terraces.
rooms were underneath.
No
found of these Hanging Gardens, but to the
1800s a
Robert Koldeway, did find an unusual
of
vaults in what had been the north-eastern corner of
at Babylon. Koldeway believed he had found the
of the
Gardens.
He
the
records
from
2,000
the
were probably
23
(75
a
of about 120

in Babylonia, the construction was likely to be bricks
of
straw. The rooftop imcrofarm they supported was probably
bitumen, so that irrigation and ponded water could not
destroy
sun-baked bricks underneath.
The
Greek
Diodoras Siculus, drawing on the works of others
several hundred years before, reported that the terraces were piled with
earth, and grew an abundance of trees.
Babylon's
were well versed in growing of vegetables and fruit
often had fish ponds next their homes. Therefore, it can be
if they did exist, the Hanging Gardens of Babylon could have
a
of
vegetables and fish as well as a visual pleasure for
Amitys. No doubt water plants for food could have been grown to ponds
from top to bottom tiers.
If
so,
the Hanging Gardens of Babylon were also the world's first
of food plants and food fish in the same water where
is
source of nutrients for the plants.
Whatever the truth
it is unlikely it will ever be known), we of the 21st
Century
a
in what King Nebuchadrezzar II achieved in the
fifth
BC.
Hie
rooftop microfarmers were probably the Aztecs, although we
the observations of the Spanish conquistadores, who
at
productive chinampas and other sophisticated urban
to
management was a key element - before they
to it..
the
and Aztec pioneering efforts have
.
is now
an embryonic reality to North

2.
The

forthe
But,

-

is it ?

"imcrofarming" was coined by the author to the early 1980s after
production systems to agribusiness to Asia
North
u
observations about such
as Permaculturew,
"Community Supported Agriculture**. The new word
to
small-scale (often very small scale) food production
production ("macrofarrntog"). It is a term most
can
place to cities - or urban agriculture.
much urban agriculture can be classified as imcrofarmtag,
goes
beyond towns and cities. It can include operations
(to
or to shelters from natural disasters), at sea (to
or
condominiums), undersea (to nuclear-powered
to
As
to the
to

to the

perhaps microfamiing in a
form
be for
others.
on
rooftops, the focus of this report, is
of the
a
destiny..
However, microfarming is not new in concept. It has been practised in various
of the world for centuries as people have grown food in small spaces such as
homes or within enclosures within cities (particularly
During two world wars in Europe iMcrofarrning around
the way to survival for many people. Often
an
of vegetables, fruit and small animals - the latter feeding off
or specially-grown fodder.
In Asia,
around homes was, and still is, integrated with the
of fish,
the reuse of nutrient-rich fish pond or fish tank water for
of
in containers. There is evidence that such iMcrofarmtog
in China as long as 3,000 years ago - half a millenium
the
Gardens of Babylon,.
systems reported to have been widespread in
America. These were well-integrated horticulture,
husbandry in small spaces.
been a part of humankind's food security for a
it could be well argued that the first farming that emerged
it probably occurred in small spaces around caves or
for

of our

20th

The

on the other hand, is more of a creation of the 19th

of imcrofarming never really declined in those parts of the world
by industrialisation, especially the industrialisation of
in the
of activities in agribusiness - where the interare the farm input sector, the farm output sector and the
sector (which includes government).
to make money from microfarmmg, so it was much
That is
changing, because industrial
is
as
in the totality of world food security. Perhaps the
to
were the Chinese. They looked at their recorded history
pre-history
saw very clearly that the important
of
from
soil.
In
its
of the soil there tends to be a one-way ticket for
go from farm to city to sea. In microfarming there is a
of the
being given a return ticket, through recycling of
offers a more sustainable system of food
the world's macrofarming
that
unsustainability. It is best based on organic
management.

3.

Why

hydroponics?

is a relatively undeveloped technology that has the promise
of
to humankind in the 21st century and beyond.
To
contention we must first know about inorganic hydroponics.
The word "hydroponics" is constructed of language roots that mean "working
with water". The
was coined during the 1930's when scientists were
in crop plants. By juggling the balance of
in
were able to demonstrate the varying nutritional
of
crop plants looked like when they had nutrient
deficiencies.
It did
of a
to see that crop production
could
be
on hydroponics, and in the
60
a
of
production has taken
as a result.
in structures offered agribusiness operators
•
»
»
»
»

in

of
in

by
chemists.
so the

pests,
much of the use of harmful chemicals.
of produce.
improved control has been the use of inorganic
companies. A hydroponic grower
recipes
by

grower.
create their nutrients from organic wastes put
or by
nutrients from plants (especially comfrey).
As a
is a
of precision in the nutrients obtained.
hydroponic nutrient mixes can be extremely
on
waste input. This is certainly so with the
which can vary with the season as well as the
of
(eg a
restaurant's wastes will be significantly different
of an
To
organic wastes in a hydroponic system, it is
to
diverse sources in order to obtain some basic
of
input. It is also necessary to have a judicious taput
of
to
the
balance of macro and micro-nutrients available
an
"brew" of nutrients. This is usually done by adding appropriate
macro or micro components.
to
in a "farm" capable of being sprayed with water (which
is recycled
the worm beds to pick up soluble nutrients as worms
them),
a
nutrient solution for organic hydroponics is
obtained.

It
be as
as inorganic nutrient solutions made up from industrial
fertilisers,
hydroponic solutions can be highly productive. The
why
hydroponic nutrient solutions are not widely used are:
» They
to
create, and it is much easier to make up inorganic
solutions.
• They can
variable results, whereas inorganic nutrient
reliability.
» Up until
been little demand for organic hydroponic technology.
A world-wide
to
better utilise organic wastes within cities can be
to
The
of nutrients from farm to sea must be intercepted as
as
to return the nutrients to soil, or to better utilise
Probably the world's leading organic hydroponics researchers are New Zealand's
Dr Lynette Morgan and her husband, Simon Lennard.
They
selected organic wastes from human food
urban,
food-service sources, can be recycled well via
veraiiculture. They are now producing an organic nutrient solution that
be
as
as
hydroponic nutrients made from so-called "artificial
fertilisers".

4.

projects

Annex Organics) has rooftop jMcrofarrning in downtown
Toronto, Canada,
an old warehouse
notable urban food production
the
as well. This project involves both rooftop growingof
the
of fish and edible fungi to service a retail outlet on
floor.
by urban rooftop imcrofarining projects in New York
in the United
- where the motivation is environmental
a
to
air pollution and the reduction of the "heat island"
of
unshaded by green foliage.
is currently inorganic hydroponics,
to
verrniculture and urban organic
the
equation. The most impressive Singaporean
«

« An

rooftop microfarm aimed at (a)
a
atrium at a level below
(b)
for patient meals and (c) providing
(d) horticultural therapy. It was a project
by Gregory Chow, lecturer in hydroponics at
Ann Polytechnic.
of rooftop hydroponic gardens by groups of high-rise
are
off-the-shelf technology
a
- Oh Chan Huat Hydroponic
Pte Ltd,

Agri-food
in
in six

Veterinary Authority is active to promoting urban
private enterprise over some 1,500 hectares of
Tills includes world-leading application of
in which plant roots are sprayed with a mist of nutrient •

solution.
Aeroponic technology ideas led by Professor Lee Sing Kong of the Nanyang
Technological University, are now being considered for "sky farms" on both
rooftops,
on sun-trapping bridges between high-rise buildings. It
a
to develop "organic sky farms'* that recycle an
block's
wastes..
the Singapore Straits are studying the concept of
skyscrapers" with "skyeourts" of amenity and food plants —
of
gardens. Leading exponent of the idea is Ken
Yeang,
it could
as much as 40 percent of a building's
He
the increased greenery will prove the building's
oxygen-rich air.
rooftop farming and gardening projects are emerging.
In
Gregory Chow, and Australian-trained hydroponic lecturer at the
Ann Polytechnic,
developed an exciting advance on aeroponics that he
Air-Dynoponics. Its major advantages are that is reduces the nutrient
economically than occurs in aeroponics, so
a
of
vegetables can now be grown in
in
tropics.
is
by the author to be one of
for
in
that
by
in
reduced water
by
in
An

of

is both freshwater
where water is scarce
project in Jerusalem is
using the

Another project at Israel's National Centre for Mariculture at Eilat, is currently
aquaponics to a point where the
a
part of urban food production and organic nutrient
recycling.
It
to see the Israeli (and some Australian)
to rooftop applications - not only in coastal cities
towns,
at
as the
city concept becomes more attractive from
of view.
In
mostly been preceded by ornamental
in
shrubs and trees provide both aesthetic benefit
a
in the
heat load. Reports are
of

of
rises,
A
a
They

plants on both office buildings
of
be

involved. While an important driver
be
cost, commercial building owners are
to
are literally "a waste of space".
from recreational amenities (when
rooftop microfarms that are now well-proven in

or
in
Suburban
centre rooftops are the next logical step. Indeed, I believe
they are about to become an important frontier for new world food production
costs — and the consequent pollution of our air by
haul
vegetables thousands of kilometres. Sometimes up
to 40
of the cost a fresh lettuce in a supermarket can be in its transport
cost.
World food security must now be a driver, also. Food production dispersed over
suburban rooftops is close to where it is needed by suburban dwellers. In a
terrorist-afflicted world that can be expected to mean something, especially if
food security is put at great risk by disease-toting
terrorists
to
inflict economic damage to livestock and cropping industries
disruption to the developed world's food distribution web.
What
is
excellent pioneering is
to
from the romantic
the Aztecs, into an "off-the-shelf*
for
world's current
future food needs.
The
concept being introduced is Mgher technology vermiculture
to
organic nutrients within cities, via
hydroponics.
A number of
enthusiasts are anchored to the "soil-only'* concept
of
faith,
organic hydroponics as an oxymoron. They are
left
with
as organic hydroponics is being brought to
to private research and development, especially
in New
in California.

5.

The

Micro farm

The Silwood
microfarm on a suburban building block in Auckland,
New Zealand,
an important well-spring for rooftop enthusiasts in
countries.
The
Dave Silwood,
an inorganic hydroponic microfami grower of
"gourmet"
herbs, an operation now continuing under the
of his
his son, Greg. His pioneering made others see
a
could be located in any part of a city.

10

This is
rooftop
for a

Ms 1,000
metre microfarm coulcl be
in
the
way,
be
the
business.
points
Silwood hydroponic farm are:
» It is contained on a
1,000 square metres (the old quarter
a hydroponic
of about 700 square metres.
« It
produce worth nearly NZ$600' per
700
revenue in 1997-98 was
« Its
is
within a
kilometre
- to six
30
The nearest customer is 2,6
» It
the

of lettuce leaf (mesclun),

« It
» It
to

of

of ultra-fresh food, mostly within half an hour of
The record for a delivery from picking to supermarket
10
on a special occasion when a supermarket

short.
» It

« It's
a
» To
cost

to a

be

18 to 19
a
in
is

for every 100 square
of hydroponic
for every NZ$60,000 of turnover.
of hydroponic lettuce a year,
open-air soil farms in the Auckland

NZ$20,000 a year (based on 10% of the
in
part of Auckland).
the ground-level hydroponic microfarm. on a rooftop

of

productivity of the Silwood microfarm Is probably the best (for a
crop), in the world. However, it must be recognised that this was achieved as a
of
a unique combination of skills and technologies. The
Dave Silwood's previous background as a commercial airlines air traffic
well suited him to the detailed planning and
of a
hydroponic microfarm.
He
an
of technology that boosted growth to his
such as added carbon dioxide in the air,
for extended growth, tiered hydroponic channels,
air movement, use of probiotics in nutrient solutions,
of
peroxide as steiilants. All these points added up to a
productivity not matched elsewhere.
The
also. Prices obtained for "gourmet" lettuce in New
are
In
of those obtainable in Australia.
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The .accompanying photos show the Slwoodjarm on a building blocl in
surburban Auckland.

6. The Mt
of the
by a
Zealand.
A

»
•
•
«

«

1.
2.

A
a

rooftop microfarm project
by the

being considered is in Australia. It
to the the Silwood
in

by the author, under the
of
of Commerce. The study looked at
up an
to
Mt Gravatt Central, Queensland.

restaurants within half a kilometre
these wastes, and perhaps adding
or minerals for nutrient balance.
food
to an innovative worm farm that
a
a batch process),
of
the worm farm: (a) a liquid nutrient for
on
vegetables and herbs (b) worm
for
of fruits
(c) surplus worms to be frozen
fed to
or crustaceans.
fruit,
crustaceans
sold to the
restaurants,
the Silwood jmcrofarm
the
Mt
are
to be:
of
hydroponics for the Australian project —
on
of
wastes via venraiculture.
with hydroponics ("aquaponics") to be
to
crustaceans.
at Mt Gravatt is a nutrient
recycling as one important
of
methane as another.
normally go to landfill to cause
are
by
to their soluble nutrients so
be
via horticulture. It is a small but important
to
- methane being
21
(perhaps the most important to many) is
a profit commensurate with risk.
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The
so

Chamber of Commerce in Brisbane, Australia,
as
to test,
it sought
obtained a A$20,0G0
the
Government for an Urban Microfarm Feasibility Study to Mt
Central.
study showed that urban inicrofarming based on
be
into a most profitable business that provides
in a city and its suburbs.
by the Australia's Federal Department of Employment
Small Business, after being recommended by the
Southside (Brisbane) Area Consultative Committee. Initiated by
Group of the Southside Chamber, the study was undertaken by
Consulting Pty Ltd., of Brisbane, led by business consultants .
Paul Sawtell.
technical input,
a
could be a business
a
a
of a
centre only half a

The
the
The
The

the
Skills Consulting concluded that with a total funding of
$212,000, a micro/arm on a Mt Grauatt commercial rooftop (or equivalent
could be profitable after 17 months of operation. It could
then
a return of around 20 percent per annum on invested
capital. It could
three to four new jobs for each micro/arm,
to
with a disability.
in
a success of an urban mierofami on a rooftop
to
consistent supply of high quality fresh produce
A
was reduced food wastes going to land fill,
.of
produced.
The
concept of the Southside Chamber
in
it involved an urban microfarm with
objectives:
*
of
in a way that contributes actively to a better
f

of

t

opportunities for people disadvantaged to the
of

through the profitable
via
as

a
are
to the
the
dust, a
for

of farm

liquor emerged as the preferred growing method.
liquor is less capable of precise specification
solutions, because the nutrient content
from
different worm food sources - to

of worm liquor can be adjusted by
rock
product, or specific organic
(such as
magnesium). Some additional,

13

be

to

pathogen-free

readily

for

The study identified by-products of vermiculture as being important to the final
of products to be offered back to restaurants. Worm, castings could be used
in
growing on rooftops, or sold as a valuable soil additive sought
by
Also, surplus worms produced would be used as a food source in
food production stage involving holding mature fish or crustaceans.
The
required maximum production from a minimal area "footprint".
The
chosen for the study was 600 square metres. Of the various
reviewed in the feasibility study and experience of a
of
growers, it was considered that the locally-developed
"Ell-Grow"
of oval -channels most readily met the
of this
project (in a sub-tropical climate).
The proposed layout for the hydroponics occupied 450 of the 600 square metres,
six
of
3x2 metre tables, all covered with hail mesh
insect
While
actual growing units formed the core of the system and
the
cost element, other components were needed to
the whole system. But it was all off-the-shelf technology that was not
(e.g. pumps, plastic pipe, GRP tanks for nutrient storage).
The
of vermiculture technology made this aspect of the project
practical. Several
were considered and the simplest proved to be the
effective. Using commercial worm beds as a basis, a purpose-built
be configured by stacking a number of them in a robust
in
a way
they
be rolled out and back for access like a
of
drawers.
The
a shredding machine to reduce worm bed material
to a finely ground mulch, a boiler to heat the mulch to
pumping systems to re-circulate the liquid
the
beds, storage for the worm liquor and a worm/castings
An
of minor tools and equipment to assist in
process
be
is an
technology and there are many
of
operating in Queensland, which could supply mature fish
or
ready for local restaurants to purchase. The fish species
"Silver Perch" an Australian native freshwater fish which is
for the
retail markets. The use of aquaculture to grow silver
the circle of this proposal. But Made Perch" would be an
The
to
life
The
"Our research
of a

simple equipment and avoids the need for complex
fish in aquaculture tanks through their whole

concluded:
the above
of
fruit,
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to

a

fish and worms. The

commercially available, incorporating proven technology, or
to be purpose built they con
proven
offer
results".
"It
be recognised that in the use of organic nutrient from vermiculture
processes as described, there is a less precise degree of control of nutrient content
be the
with inorganic fertilisers. This is not considered to be a
problem as
naturally take up what they require for growth from the
and the worm liquor analysis shows that such an organic
is rich in
what they require. The main difference will be
all of the
not be taken up and some will go to waste.
will be a requirement for experiment and adjustment in ensuring the nutrient
offers the range of minerals required".
"On
The Urban Rooftop Microform project appears to positively
all
of the
and should therefore be accordingly Judged as a feasible venture*.
The
Chamber's feasibility study also revealed a number of
in setting up an Urban Rooftop Microfarm. They included:
«

t

such as noise; smell;
nutrient solution disposal;

&
*
*
*
*
*
t

&

to

compliance,
issues,
safety issues,
the built/natural environment,
federal regulations -

for
of the
is
a group of investors, led by
it as a pilot project that
the

in
is

objectives:
(a) Commercial Operation of a rooftop micro/arm, as described, at
1420Logan Rd., Mt Gravatt Central, Qld. The accompanying
show
The rooftop will be the prime growing area for hydroponlc
produce, but
the walls and the basement are proposed to be
The
study is now being used to check potential revenues
centre,
(b) Demonstration of various commercial ideas in hydroponics,
vermiculture, aquaponics, aeroponics, air-dynaponics and light
transference. Most of these ideas have come from Australian
developers, but the overall use of them in joint harness has never
before. Site tours and lectures will be organised for various
groups,
modest charges made per person will be part of the
for the commercial success of the pilot project.

15

(c) Writing of both operational and training manuals for urban rooftop
microforms. These will be published for sale on the Internet when they
The
wlH be one of the pilot project's shareholders,
Publishing Pty Ltd. It is considered that the wide availability of •
will trigger other investment around Australia in similar
fw7%™.»

in

An

objectives, however, is

in Mt
Central will have the benefit of an increased
of
to
for such things as food services (utilising the
on the rooftop. Local employment will be enhanced well
four or
new employees in the pilot project.
would normally be sent to landfill to cause unwanted
will be recycled within half a kilometre of where
are
proposed pilot project has the potential to
12
service establishments in the Mt Gravatt
centre.
the commercial rooftop that will
a
in
at
of
rainfall.
for
local
schools,
TAFE

of
sustainable,
of the

of helping Australian cities become

effect of rooftops in cities, by introducing
and utilises sunlight.
of the
for imported energy for transport of many fresh
places, when the same foods can be grown directly above the
sell them, or the restaurants and cafes that can use them.
of air particulate pollution from road transport devoted to moving
cities. Usually this is diesel particulate pollution that is a
of cancer,
and emphysema, especially in the very young
the
Urban rooftop farming can utilise re-chargeable electric
or non-polluting natural
vehicles, for the very short
is

The

on
Urban

next pages show the building chosen for the
Micro/arm in Mt Gravatt Central*
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8.

food terrorism

It
to be
be

of
terrorism must trigger
focused
of
self-sufficiency in towns and cities of the world.
for other reasons too - especially climate change that
Changing patterns of rainfall, temperature
humidity
to disrupt current agribusiness systems relatively slowly
50

Mot so food terrorism. It can strike at us at any time.
It is
in the
to list the many ways food
aH
of us adversely. That merely hands ammunition to the common enemy. It is
much
to
a positive look at how we can build as much
as
our food supply web — especially though better
In the world's
countries we are mostly dependent on a
of
supply. It is an efficient system, albeit one that is of concern
the
it
its suppliers, and is becoming concentrated
power
may not always be in our best interests.
to
about the increasing dependence on the
» At

it
a mere 10 days to a fortnight's supply of food
- as cost-cutting ssjust-in-timew logistics hold sway.
« It is
on efficient road transport, with fresh food
500 to 1,000 kilometres or more from farm to processing
to
store, in many instances.
It
to foresee very real problems for developed countries
disruption of efficient supply and transport of our food.
So far
not happened. But Murphy's Law applies: If it
it will,
at the worst possible time.
Urban rooftop microfarming is one counter-measure to food terrorism that
must now be considered and developed for sustainable cities to be a
practical objective.
the
of concern the author observed at the Urban
at Dallas, Texas, USA, in May 2002. While the
34
all that is positive
urban
the
and
concern by
17

a

of
of

in academia about potential terrorist
to the
chain.
is a convergence of new food production technology with the
of
terrorism. Advances in hydroponics, aeroponics, airaquaponics, vermiculture, probiotics, rooftop farming,
technologies mean that we can grow, economically,
in cities, or on urban fringes - so-called peri-

of

are no longer limitations. We
if we
to, in relatively small
of controls we can apply,
we

we

an

volume of our food through
— which are really
to
and cities,
is currently
to
cause unwanted
of
that behind most threats lie opportunities. The
is an opportunity in disguise for

of
to
of

9.
The
the
if

a
as

the
In

of the Urban Agriculture Network-Western Pacific is
Cities 2025, should seriously consider advocating
of the
potential for food sustainability in cities that could
nutrients are recycled through urban rooftop
on
buildings in shopping centres.
in
is a
of the TV" series "Star Trek"
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